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I. General Statement 

vfuat funds are needed. 

) I have developed during the past six months, which I spent in 

Chicago, certain notions concerning the formation of adaptive enzymes in 

bacteria and the formation of antibodies in mammals. ~ The funds re-
- -quested are needed to enable me to keep in close contact with a number of 

laboratories outside of Chicago (in addition to those with which I 

in contact David 

W. Talmage and Dr. Herbert Anker); 

a) in order to develop further these notions, and 

b) in order to make arrangements -- if possible -- for the perfor

mance of certain basic experiments that appear necessary, in the light of 

these notions. 

The funds ~~~xm~nxwx requested 

penses within the United States, for secretarial services both in Chicago 

and away from Chicago, and conceivably for the cost of reprints and excess 

pages of a paper that might be published in the Proceedings of the National 

Academy of Sciences. 

Travelling expenses outside of the United States would be limited to 

a few weeks ' stay in ambridge, England 1for the purpose of consultation 

with a group now assembled there by F.H.C.Crick (which includes from the 

United States: Hoagland, Dulbecco, Benzer and Streisinger); and a few 
~ ~ ~ 

weeks' stay in Paris for consulta ion( with Jacques Monod (Institute Pasteur) 

and his group. These expenses will not include travel to and from Europe . 

(The latter expenses will be borne in the case of the first trip by the 

German Chemical Society, and in the case of a possible second trip 1 within 

the year by the French Atomic Energy Commission.) 
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/ 
_/1>) Possibilities of outsi~e support. 

,£ -t-
~a~Hed/during the past six months are the outcome of 

my digesting material which I have assembled during a preceding period of 

roving among different l abora tories in the United States. I undertook 

this roving at my own expense1as an experiment in preparation for a roving 

assignment that was expected to be set up by the Nationa l Science Founda-

tion. 

Such an assignment was proposed to the National Science Foundation 

by five institutions, which included the California Institute of Techno

logy, the Rockefeller Institute, and the University of Chicago. These 

five institutions filed a grant application with the National Science 

Foundation. While the officers of the Foundation who handled this applica-

tion were in favor of this grant, they were not able to get it passed by the 

Divisional Committee and therefore suggested to me that I withdraw the ap-

plication. They indicated to me their willingness to 
flNt:' ~ 

in a different , and suggested that I 

file another grant application to cover, for a five-year period, part of 

my salary, travel expenses and secretarial services. 

It would not seem advisable to file such an application 
~· .. 1' 

until some of the ~ased on the last six-months' work are published 

or available in publishable form. Part of these results will be incor-

porated in an invited paper that I shall present on October 7th at the 

Berlin meeting of the German Chemical Society. Upon my return from Europe 

I might then file a grant appl~tion with the National Science Foundation
1 

if upon consultation with the officers of the Foundation · they favor 

taking such a step at that time. 
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II. Proposed budget 

$1500-$2,000. out of the requested $4500'. are expected to be spent 

for secretarial services at the University of Chicago, and $2500.-$3,000. 

are expected to be spent for tra vel expenses and secretarial services 

away from Chicago. Of these travel expenses, $300. are expected to be 

spent in Paris and Cambridge, England. 

III. Description of Project 

The kinetics of the induction of the enzyme, ~-galactosidase, has 

been studied for a number of years mainly at the labora tory of Jacques 

Monod (Institut Pasteur) in Paris, and more recently also by Aaron Novick 

and Milton Weiner in Chicago. Bacteria , like E. coli, produce this en

zyme at a rate which depends on the inducer concentration. Afte r much 

experimenta tion it became possible to study the kinetics of induction 

of this enzyme under conditions tha t permitted an interpreta tion of the 

observed results. It was then found that,if the inducer is added to a 

growing bacterial bacteria will sta rt producing the 
;: 

enzyme at the full lie inducer concentration 
1 
al-

most immediately upon the adding of the inducer. Accordingly it s eemed tha t 

n will not give us much insight 

of enzyme production is controlled 

the ba cterium. 

Somewhat more penetra ting considerations, which I made 

in the pas t six months , show however that the kinetics of enzyme induc

tion may give us an insight into the mechanism involved) after all. The 
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precise meaning of this statement is as follows: Dr. Aaron Novick and I 

have developed several years ago a new method for experimenting with 

growing cultures of bacteria. This method (based on a gadget we have 

called the Chemostat) permits us to slow the rate of protein synthesis, 

and thereby to ~KMX reduce the growth rate of the bacteria up to a factor 
,d., ~(;"' -

of ten. or any mechanism of enzyme induction one may 

eduee how the level of inducible enzyme maintained in the 

bacterium will change, if we fi rGt e;rovr t h e ba c ter-i a fast and. t hen l ovre r 

the growth rate by, say, a factor of two. After such a change in the 

growth rate, the enzyme level will reach a new steady state in which the 

enzyme level may be -- depending on the mechanism assumed -- identica l, 

higher, or lower than in the steady sta te a t the fast growth r a te. More-

over, if the two enzyme levels are identical in the two steady sta tes, 

then I can theoretically deduce -- for each particula r model ~~~_.~~~~ 

~ of enzyme induction -- whether during the transition perio~ 

t~ follow~the lowering of the growth r ate , the enzyme level remains un-

changed, whether it first falls and then rises or whether it first rises 

and then falls. 

The theoretica l prediction/ can be checked by the appropriate experiment 

for which the Chemostat f urnishes us with a convenient tool. Accordingly 

within a comparatively short period of time -- say, a yea r -- it might be 

possible to dis9over the "right mechanism f or enzyme induction_, .t7 ....,A:.-

fl~ ~ 6d44 ~ / e-14 <kla<t raa ilC· (/ tal ~ .y r ..; t 1 > "' • 
But even w1thout perform1ng any n ew experiments, we may postula te on 

the ground of general considera tions that the "right' mechanism f or enzyme 

induction must obey a principle which may be ca lled "the principle of 

growth-rate independence of enzyme ratios." This principle need not hold 

strictly, but a ba cterium usingjfor the regulation of the level of its ___ / 
enzymes a mechanism that would grossly violate this principle would be at 
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/ / If , ) ., .. --C:~ 
M r'J ~-

a disadvantage in nature where it must grow funder a great variety of nu-

tritional conditions. On this basis alone, I was able to eliminate some 

of the mechanisms that one might be tempted to propose for enzyme induction. 

Guided by this principle, I have been able 
• 

the likely mechanisms through which bacteria 

some insight into 

the level of 

the different enzymes which they contain. These mechanisms appear to be 

able to account for the general characteristics of both the phenomenon of 

enzyme induction (which has been known for at least two decades), and 

the equally striking phenomenon of enzyme repression (which has been known 

for just over a year). Moreover, by allowing myself to be guided by the 

principle of growth-rate independence, I have been led to adopt a mechanism 

for enzyme induction which appears to be capable of accounting also for 

the phenomenon of antibody formation in mammals -- in response to the 

first injection of an antigen. 

The study of adaptive enzyme formation in bacteria zaxxg±XRiNxx 

cannot give us much guidance, however, for explaining the general charac-

teristics of antibody formation in response to the second injection of the 

same antigen; i.e. the so-called anamnestic response. Neither can it give 

us much guidance fur explaining the general characteristics of the phenomenon 

of immune tolerance (that may be evoked by injecting antigen into a new-born 

rabbit or by maintaining a certain level of the antigen, over a certain 

period of time, in theembryo). 
"'1'2 ~ ... t ...) fJ;~ ?4- ~ 

It a~~« ~expTa:n ese phenomena also by assuming quite plausi-

~ ~---ble mech~ There are, however, several ~~sible mechanisms and 

their discussion must remain l~~tt~ speculative in the absence of certain 

basic experiments on antibody formation which have been left undone. On 

the basis of the notions)to which I have been led through the study of 
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j i r --
adaptive enzyme formation in bacteria, I believe( I am in a position 

to say what these experiments are. There appears to be reasonable hope 

we may gain insight into the ~ mechanisms 

re~pe~;ei~ for the phenomena of anamnestic response and immune toler-

ance. 
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I have developed during the past six months, ~~~which I · 5t~,ea ~ 
in Chicago, certain notions concerning the formation of adaptive enzymes 

in bacteria and the formation of antibodies in manunals ~The funds requested 

are needed to enable me to keep in close contact with cJ. numbe r of labora -
~ •/ 

tories outside of n ~~cago) in addition to those 

with which ,L~ keep in, cont~ct in Chicag 
,f .?-; Lfy. ~ 

II. a) l/1 order to develop further these notions, 
I 

b) 1ll order to make arrangements -- if possible -- for the perf or-

nance of certain basic experiments that appear necessary in the light of 
I 

these notions. 

The funds requested would be spent for travelling expenses within 

the United States, for secretarial services both in Chicago and away from 

Chicago, and conceivably for the cost of reprints and excess pages of a 

paper that might be published in the Proceedings of the National ~aademy 

of Sciences. 

Travelling expenses outside of the United States would be limited 

to a few weeks' stay in Cambridge, England for the purpose of consulta

tion with a group~ssembled there by F. H. C. Crick (which includes from 

the United States; Hoagland, Dulbecco, Benzer, and Streisinger); and a 

few weeks' or consultation with/ Jacques Monod (Institute / / 
I ~- ( t1 '--c_l 7!"- ( / ..-' 

his €?.roup . ~Pav~l EJJI!tyeonse ~o and from "EJttrope ~ , 

wi 1 be borne in~ the first trip tu ~Y the German Chem~l.,e 
a~~ ~~~ 1 >;. 

cal Society, and in the case of~ ~cond trip~ the French Atomic 

Enern Connnissiqn. ) {_ · / f-v"'-n. 
~L-4-J ... ~- ' /" (1 

) The results obtained during months are the outcome of I ,IJ.d 
digesting ~ materiql which I have assembled during a preceding period 

of roving among different laboratories in the United States. I undertook 

this roving at my own expense as an experiment in preparation for a roving 

assignment that was expected to be set up by the National Science Foundation. 
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Such an assignment was proposed to the National Science Founda tion 

by five institutions, which included the California Institute of Tech

nology, the Rockefeller Institute, and the University of Chica go. These 

five institutions filed a grant application with the Na tional Science 

Foundation. While ome o ~ the officers of the~ Founda

tion who handled this applica tion were in favor of this grant, they wer 
:9; .u ~~l<o'<lr.~L 

not able to get it passed by the ommi ttee ~f the tiiv:l.sJ..en and there-

fore suggested to me This I have done. 

They indicated to me same objective in 

a different form, and suggested that I file another grant application 
t,, (/' ...,... 

~ieh m~ s a five-year period part of my salary, travel ex-

penses and secretarial services. /~ ~ ile such an application 

s of the results of my work du~ng the past six months when 

this work is publisned. A. :Qreliminary report on this work will be pre

sented at the meeting emica~ Society in Berlin on Octo

' ber 7th. es for the period ,.,. 
~ear to October 1st of next year are described in the attached 

It would not seem advisable, however, to file such an 

application until some of the results based on the last six-months' 

work are published or available in publishable form. Part of these re-

sults will be incorporated in an invited paper that I shall present on 

October 7th at the Berlin meeting of the German Chemical Society. Upon 

my return from Europe I might then file a grant application with the 

National Science Foundation if, upon consultation with the officers of 

the Foundation, they favor taking such a step at that time. ~Ie attaened 

appen__dix W addi ti>Gna nfD~t~on concerning the nature frf the work 
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11es:ae11 for secretarial services 

e ~,.,. / 

are ~t:t e:i:p~e<l to be 

of Chicago, and 

$2500-$3,000. are expected to be spent for travel expenses and secre
jl..,~ 

tarial services away from Chicago. Of ~(travel expenses, $300. a re 

expected to be spent in Paris and Cambridge, ~ngland. 
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Block Fund 

The kinetics of the induction of the enzyme, ~-galactosidase, • ,......;: 
has been studied for a number of years aboratory of Jacques 
Monod (Institut Pasteur) in Paris, and more recently also by Aaron 
Novick and Milton Weiner in Chicago. 

~~--~~~~~~~~ H~h depends on th inducer concentration. After 
much experimentation it became possible to study the kinetics of indue-
tion of this enzyme under conditions that permitted an interpretation 
of the observed results. It was then found that if the inducer is &j I_ (": • 
added to a growing bacterial cultur 1 the bacteria will start producin 

~ ~,.{/_ 'I Cf.c.,./ ,:. I/ r. I /L. / . ~ , I the enzyme at , e~~in rat7~1mo~t immediately upon the adding of the 
.,.tr( 

inducer. Accordingly ~--s~~udying the kinetics of enzyme 
induction will not give us much insight into the mechanism of how the 
rate of enzyme production is controlled in the bacterium. 

Somewhat more penetrating theoretical considerations 1 which I 
made in the past six months, show however that the kinetics of enzyme 
induction may give us an insight into the mechanism involved after all. 
The precise meaning of this statement is as follows: Dr. Aaron Novick 
and I have developed several years ago a new method for experimenting 

with growing cultures of bacteria. This method/(based on a gadget we 
have called the Chemostat) permits us to slow the rate of protein synthe-
sis, and thereby to reduce the growth rate of the bacteria up to a fac-
tor of ten. For any mechanism of enzyme induction one may propose I 
can theoretically deduce how the level of inducible enzyme maintained 
in the bacterium will change, if we first grow the bacteria fast and 
then lower the growth rate by 1 say1 a factor of two. After such a ,change 

v-y in the growth rate 1 the enzyme level will reach a new steady stat~whic ~ c;:-c.-./-4'"' ~~ • c-

entical, higher~ or lower thant the steady state at the fast 

v~ --~~~--
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growth rate. Moreover, if the two enzyme levels are identical in the / 
f.t:::-_ - ~ steady states, then~ ea~e each particular model for the 

mechanism of enzyme inducti~ I can theoreticall~deduce whether, during 

the transition period ollo~ the lowering of the growth rate the 
I 

enzyme level remains unchanged, whether it first falls and then rises 

or whether it first rises and then falls . 

In th-e-"'"C11~ of' each propoaed model the theoretical predictions 

can be checked by the appropriate experiment for which the Chemostat 

furnishes us with a convenient tool. Accordingly within a comparatively 
-"')r- 0.... k~ 7 

short period of time( ~~-W be possible to o-ng ' 

te .pick et.tt. right" mechanism for enzyme induction . 

But even~ithout performing any new experiments, we may postu

late on the ground of general considerations that the "right" mechanism 

for enzyme induction must obey a principle which may be called "the 

principle of growth rate independence of enzyme ratios." This principle 

the level of its enzymes a mechanism that would grossly violate this 

principle would be at a disadvantage in nature w~re it must grow under 
~ ~~~~~~-~ (. 

a great variety o~/1 i tional ondi,tions. I ' 
1 ~ 1 k_ 4 

Guided by this principle, I have been able to gain some insight 

into the likely mechanisms through which bacteria may control the level 

of the different enzymeswhich they contain. These mechanisms appear to 

be able to account for the general characteristics of both the phenomenon 

of enzyme induction (which has been known for at least;two decades), and 

the equally striking phenomenon of enzYme which has been known • 
I') 4../ ~ Q-4 

for just over a year). b8e mechanism$ for enzyme induction _... 

wf\iei'l: I A&'tie. ~&& ed, by allov-;ing myself to be guided by the principle 

of growth-rate independence ~be capable ~~ccounting also 

for the phenomenon of antibody formation in mammal~in response to the 

first injection of an antigen. 
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The study of adaptive enzyme formation in bacteria no ~ 
t 

guidance for explaining the ~ general characteristics of antibody 

formation in response to the second injection of the same antigen; i.e. 
~ L ~ _/ 

the so-called anamnestic response. Neither ~ ~ give us gu1 ance for 

explaining the general characteristics of the phenomenon of immune toler

ance (that may be evoked by injecting antigen into a new-born rabbit or ~ 
maintaining a certain level of the antigen ~ over a certain period of 

time; in the embryo). 

..e-o~ explain these phenomena ~ofte .ul~~:t'l-

/ -are several plausible mechanisms and 

their discussion must remain high)' speculative in the absence of certain 

antibody 

formation which have been left undone. On the basis of the notions to 

which I have been led through th
1
study of adaptive enzyme formation in 
~ 

bacteria, I believe I am in a position to say what these experiments 

are. There appears to be reasonable hope that, if it is possible to 
jf ,I 

arrange ~~or these experiments to be performed, we ~ gain insight 
. ( "" .. . 

into the chanis~ of antibody formation · responsible for the 

~ the phenomena of anamnestic response and 

immune tolerance. 
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Unt 1 ch 1u:ed b-,:1 :BoE!l'd a.cti,no thP f!)llovi 'lf; lLt of n"'!"iorttiPs shall 
'~ wrr: e . m' d 1 tuns frarn the Fund: 

1, Salary 1nc~!?e.3es for t"irst-ra.te men on the e taffs of the Divh!nna~ 



= 2= 

2. New an~ointment~ of outstan~ing individuals, if ~oss1ble 0 on a 

sh£.:r1ng basis wlth ordinary U'1ivers1ty funds: it bei!U!; the 

intention that in the ease of such auno1ntmPnts the University 

will incrPasingly absorb the costs of the an"'ointm,mtso 

Jo Provis on of funds for equi~ent to give ~nnort to young 

~esParch men not ~~n~ortable by outside fhndse 
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